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A progressive energy advisory body stimulating growth of the Indian hydrocarbon sector with
global linkages.
A healthy and strong interface with Government and regulatory bodies.
Create value for stakeholders in all actions.
Collaborative research and technology adoption in the domain of energy and environment.
A vibrant, adaptive and trustworthy team of professionals with domain expertise.
A financially self-sustaining, not-for-profit organization.

Federation of Indian Petroleum Industry (FIPI) is an apex Society of entities in the hydrocarbon
sector and acts as an industry interface with Government and regulatory authorities. It helps in
resolution of issues and evolution of policies and regulations. It represents the industry on
Government bodies, committees and task forces and has been submitting recommendations to the
Government on behalf of the industry on various issues. It aims to be the most effective and
influential voice of the oil & gas industry to facilitate its development as a globally competitive
industry in India that enjoys the respect and trust of the society.

I on behalf of the department welcome you all to the FIPI Energy Week to be conducted in hybrid
mode from 21st to 27th Aug’23 in the premises of Dibrugarh University, organised by DU students’
Chapter in the Department of Petroleum Technology, Dibrugarh University. FIPI, DU students’
Chapter will present FIPI Energy Week, consisting of a national level conference, technical
competitions such as paper, poster, case study and many more. It will be attended by eminent
industrialists and academic experts from various parts of the country. The main highlight will be the
celebration of the Independence Day as part of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahostav in accordance with G20
goals.

FIPI DU students’ Chapter is the voice of DU students enabling hydrocarbon’s sustained growth
and global competitiveness with the vision of :
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Department of Petroleum Technology
Dibrugarh Univeirsity 
 

Dated Dibrugarh, the 19th May, 2023.
 



 
I am honored and delighted to serve as the Faculty Advisor of Federation of Indian Petroleum Industry
(FIPI) Dibrugarh University Student Chapter for the academic year 2023-2024. FIPI is an apex society of
entities in the hydrocarbon sector and acts as an industry interface with government and regulatory
authorities. It helps in resolution of issues and evolution of policies and regulations that affect the industry.
FIPI also represents the industry on various government bodies, committees and task forces and submits
recommendations to the government on behalf of the industry on various issues.
 
Our primary objective is to provide a platform for all the academicians, students, technologists and
management experts of the university/college for regular exchange of ideas to explore areas of growth in the
field of petroleum technology and other related areas such as exploration, drilling, production and
processing, refining etc. We aim to foster a culture of innovation, excellence and collaboration among our
members and stakeholders.
 
The theme for FIPI Week to be held tentatively from August 21, 2023 to August 27, 2023 is “Resilience and
Adaptability in Petroleum Industry”. The petroleum industry has always faced various challenges, including
price volatility, supply chain disruptions, geopolitical instability, and environmental concerns. Thus,
resilience and adaptability are crucial for the industry to remain competitive and sustainable in the long
term. The theme shall therefore, focus on the ability of the industry to withstand and recover from change,
disruption, and crisis by exploring the latest trends and drivers of change in the industry, strategies and best
practices that the industry can adopt to become more resilient and adaptable, role of collaboration and
partnerships in building resilience and adaptability in the industry and the importance of addressing the
social and environmental impacts of the petroleum industry.
 
I believe, the very aim of strengthening the industry-academia relationship, making the students industry
ready, increasing the level of competence amongst them and bringing the youthof varied discipline together
under one roof will be attained by this 7 days event. 
 
I would also like to express my heartfelt gratitude to our sponsors for their generous and continuous
support, and we look forward to working with them in the future.
 

 
 

Dated Dibrugarh, the 19th May, 2023.

 
Dr. Borkha Mech
Faculty Advisor

FIPI DU SC
Dibrugarh Univeirsity 

 
 

Message from Faculty Advisor 
for FIPI Energy Week.
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The Federation of Indian Petroleum Industry (FIPI) is an apex Society of
entities in the hydrocarbon sector and acts as an industry interface with
Government and regulatory authorities. It supports the Government in
resolution of issues and evolution of policies and regulations. It represents the
industry on various Government bodies, committees and task forces and has
been instrumental in voicing industry concerns with various ministries and
regulators.

It aims to be the most effective and influential voice of the oil & gas industry to
facilitate its development as a globally competitive industry in India that enjoys
the respect and trust of the society. Several Government policy initiatives have
their genesis in its reports and publications, some of which are quoted in
documents like the Integrated Energy Policy.
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The FIPI Dibrugarh University Student Chapter was formed on 1st july 2017.
FIPI DU SC strives to provide an interactive space between the students and
the global leaders in the oil industry. Our activities include organizing events
that are aimed at providing a first hand experience of the various attributes of
the industry (exploration, production, distribution and supply, technical
advancements, policies and economy of scale) through holding talks, webinars
and workshops etc. We also hold competitions to help individuals demonstrate
their abilities to the best while also being exposed to a plethora of opportunities
that awaits them in the industry. Our team involves the versatile faculty and
the student community of Department of Petroleum Engineering , Department
of Petroleum Technology and the Department of Applied Geology here at
Dibrugarh University.
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OUR TEAM



THEME OF FIPI
ENERGY WEEK

 
The theme of Resilience and Adaptability in the petroleum industry would focus
on the ability of the industry to withstand and recover from change, disruption,
and crisis. 
 
The theme will focus on:
1. Exploring the latest trends and drivers of change in the industry.

2. Exploring the strategies and best practices that the industry can adopt to
become more resilient and adaptable.
 
3. The role of collaboration and partnerships in building resilience and
adaptability in the industry.

4. The importance of addressing the social and environmental impacts of the
petroleum industry. 
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Resilience and Adaptability in Petroleum Industry



FIPI ENERGY
WEEK EVENTS

A conference of national importance will be organised under FIPI Energy Week to be
graced by eminent industrialists and academicians. The conference will be subdivided into
various technical sessions based on latest trends in oil and gas sector covering technical,
economical aspects in a unifiedmanner. The conference is aimed to exchange ideas among
attendees and resource persons strengthening industry academia relationship. The theme of
the conference will strive to cater the needs of students to develop and gain in depth
knowledge in their areas of interests thereby providing a diversified platform.

A technical research-based paper presentation will be conducted digitally on FIPI Energy
week this year. The theme will be generally based on the recent advancements, review and
research experimentations which will enhance the petroleum exploration and production
sector to new level. Participants can showcase their recent project works infront of the jury,
following which it will be rated and judged based on their performance. Each paper
presentation will be a maximum of 10-12 minutes in length and will be followed by a brief
question and answer period of approximately 3 minutes. The scope of a paper presentation is
to enhance participant’s ability and help get exposure to various academics as well as
dignitories of O&G industries.
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Paper Presentation

 National Conference



FIPI ENERGY
WEEK EVENTS

A technical based poster presentation will be organise by FIPI Dibrugarh University Student
chapter on the FIPI Energy week. The theme will generally be circulating among the new
innovations, economics and technology which will uplift the O&G sector in near future.
Participants can provide visual representation of their research through text, charts, graphs,
and other visual aids and allowsviewers to read their work material at their own leisure and to
interact with them—perhaps asking questions about their methods and findings. They must
prepare their poster according to given templates and guidelines and have to present their
poster infront of jury members verbally and answer their queries based on which he/she will be
judged. 

 

A general quiz competition will be conducted by FIPI Dibrugarh university Student chapter on
the FIPI Energy week this year. The quiz will cover various aspects of general knowledge like
current affairs, science and technology, politics, sports, economics, etc. As always, the student
council left no stone unturned to conduct the competition with utmost discipline and at the
same time ensuring fair play in the competition. The quiz will be energizingand at the same
time informative and updating for all participants as well as for audience. The judymember
will judge based on performance and elemination rounds (providing various rules, time limits
and procedures) and at last the winners will be declared. The participation for quiz is open for
all students from various department and institution.
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Quiz Competition

   Poster Presentation



FIPI ENERGY
WEEK EVENTS

An industry based case study challenge will be organised by the chapter wherein the
attendees will be given to solve field based cases or complications experienced by different oil
and gas organizations in the past decades. The main focus of the event will be to arouse the
sense of innovation and develop problem solving skills of the students so that they can
compete at international and national level. The solutions proposed by the student fraternity
and researchers will definitely encourage constructive discussions with the industry personnel
to develop and revise industry standards.

 

The chapter would like to propose an alumni talk for the host institution. Alumni
engagement is essential to our institution's success, the chapter believes that this talk will
provide our current students with valuable insights and perspectives on life after graduation.
The purpose of this talk is to provide current students with an opportunity to learn from our
alumni's experiences and achievements since leaving our institution. The talk will definitely
inspire our current students, give them valuable advice, and provide them with a sense of
community and connection to our institution. The speaker will share their insights and
experiences on how their education at our institution has contributed to their success and
how they have applied their knowledge in their career or personal life.
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    Alumni Talk

Case Study Challenge



FIPI ENERGY
WEEK EVENTS

A technical workshop will be organised under FIPI Energy Week inculcating advancements
in petroleum sector. The purpose of this workshop is to provide students with hands-on
experience and practical knowledge of the latest technologies used in the oil and gas
industry. The workshop will be designed to give students an in-depth understanding of the
latest advancements in the industry and their application. The workshop will be led by
experienced professionals in the field, who will share their insights and expertise in specified
domains. It will be an excellent opportunity for our undergraduate students to gain practical
knowledge and experience in the latest technologies used in the petroleum industry. 

 

The chapter aims at meeting the goals set up by Government of India and Federation of
Indian Petroleum Industry in regards to G20 presidency and Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav
during the Independence Day celebrations in this session. As a part of Dibrugarh University
(host institution for organising G20 activities), the chapter will conduct day long activity to
develop peace and harmony taking pride of India’s 75th year of independence in
collaboration with sponsorers and collaborators. The activities will also thrive to serve for
the purpose of creating environmental awareness among people. 
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Independence Day Celebration

 

    Technical Workshop



SPONSORSHIP
SCHEMES 
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PACKAGE 1

Promotion of the company as title and exclusive sponsor of the event with
the presence of their logo unit everywhere in the proceedings of FIPI
Energy Week.
Reservation of exclusive premium slots of exhibition in the inaugural
ceremony of FIPI Energy Week.
Presence of logo in the all the posters and advertisements in the social
media handles and official website of FIPI DU SC.
Logo presence in T-shirts. 
Hoardings consisting the logo of the platinum sponsors to be hanged in the
city centres of the state.
Presence of the logo and motto of the company in the official brochures
and promotional videos. 
Presence of logo unit in all corresponding advertisements between  FIPI
DU SC and all other participating educational institutions. 
Display of the company logo during the conference and other technical
events.
Reservation for content/flyer slot in the FIPI Energy Week 2023 brochure.

FIPI DU
SC

PLATINUM SPONSORS (RS. 2,00,000 AND ABOVE)



SPONSORSHIP
SCHEMES 
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PACKAGE 2 

Promotion of the company as title and exclusive sponsor of the event with
the presence of their logo unit everywhere in the proceedings of FIPI
Energy Week.
Reservation of exclusive premium slots of exhibition in the inaugural
ceremony of FIPI Energy Week. 
Logo presence in T-shirts.
Hoardings consisting the logo of the platinum sponsors to be hanged in the
city centres of the state.
Presence of the logo and motto of the company in the official brochures
and promotional videos.  
Display of the company logo during the conference and other technical
events.
Reservation for content/flyer slot in the FIPI Energy Week 2023 brochure.

FIPI DU
SC

GOLDEN SPONSORS (RS. 1,50,000-RS. 2,00,000)



SPONSORSHIP
SCHEMES 
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PACKAGE 3 

Promotion of the company as title and exclusive sponsor of the event with
the presence of their logo unit everywhere in the proceedings of FIPI
Energy Week.
Hoardings consisting the logo of the platinum sponsors to be hanged in the
city centres of the state.
Presence of the logo and motto of the company in the official brochures
and promotional videos. 
Display of the company logo during the conference and other technical
events.
 Reservation for content/flyer slot in the FIPI Energy Week 2023 brochure.

FIPI DU
SC

SILVER SPONSORS { RS. 1,10,000-1,50,000)



SPONSORSHIP
SCHEMES 
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PACKAGE 4 

Promotion of the company as title and exclusive sponsor of the event with
the presence of their logo unit everywhere in the proceedings of FIPI
Energy Week.
Hoardings consisting the logo of the platinum sponsors to be hanged in the
city centres of the state.
Presence of the logo and motto of the company in the official brochures
and promotional videos.
 Reservation for content/flyer slot in the FIPI Energy Week 2023 brochure.

FIPI DU
SC

BRONZE SPONSORS { RS. 1,00,000)



ACCOUNT
DETAILS
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A/C Name: Federation of Indian Petroleum Industry DU Student Chapter

A/C No.: 42009586650

Bank: State Bank of India

Branch: Dibrugarh University (2051)

IFSC: SBIN0002051

MICR: 786002004

FIPI DU
SC



GLIMPSES OF PREVIOUS
EVENTS BY FIPI DU SC 
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Workshop on t-navigator

Webinar on Data science in petroleum 

World Environment Day

Webinar on Good Practices in Well Control
Intervention via Relief Well Sub surface

Interception  

Annual Convention held on 31st march,2022 
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PREVIOUS SPONSORS 
& COLLABORATORS



THANK YOU! 
HOPE YOU ARE INTERESTED!

CONTACT
 
 
 

  Dr. Borkha Mech,
   Faculty Advisor,

 
 
 

Ph. No. 70029 33567 
     Mail id:-  borkha2014@dibru.ac.in 

 
 

Mr. Sharahnan Puzari,
President,

 

 
Ph. No. 8011678292

 
Mr. Prithiraj Kalita

Vice President,
 

Ph. No. 88226 15084
 

Address for Correspondence
 

Mail id:- fipidusc@dibru.ac.in

FIPI Dibrugarh University Student Chapter,
Dibrugarh, Assam

 

FIPI Dibrugarh University Student Chapter,
Dibrugarh, Assam

 

FIPI Dibrugarh University Student Chapter,
Dibrugarh, Assam

 

Office of the Faculty Advisor,
   FIPI Dibrugarh University Student Chapter,

 Department of Petroleum Technology,
Dibrugarh University,

 Dibrugarh, Assam, India, PIN-786004


